
CASE STUDY:
INTELLIGENT
ABM 

International telecommunications company providing retail, wholesale
and corporate telecommunication services in ANZ including a product
stack of Internet, Dark Fibre, IP WAN, Unified Communications and
Telephony and Cloud Services.

Client

Challenge

Identifying the potentially high-margin customers accurately
 

Reaching these customers to deliver impact and engagement
efficiently

The client had an extensive installation of networks into buildings across
Australia which allowed them to provide telecommunications services to the
businesses residing in the buildings. While they may have had one or more
customers in the building, the client wanted to target other businesses in those
locations which weren’t already customers with competitive solution
messaging. The challenge was two-fold:

A range of traditional tactics had been used previously such as OOH combined
with geo-fencing display media, but ultimately proved to be expensive or
unsuccessful. 
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Rombii first identified the specific set of customers - businesses in the locations
with network installations which weren’t already customers - by harnessing
Rombii’s intelligent ABM tools. With the specific set of target customers defined,
the hyper-targeted activity was prioritised to achieve three key clear goals:

Solution

The approach included first enriching the client First Party data through
integration with location-based data and Rombii’s Customer Data Platform
(CDP), to identify the individual organisations as well as their potential to
convert.

Then delivering highly targeted media to only  relevant customers utilising
Rombii’s ABM capabilities.
       
Ultimately driving performance by tiers of measurable outcomes that made
sense for both the marketing and sales team’s KPIs. In other words, driving and
capturing leads for sales to follow up and tracking digital behaviours for
marketing to build upon long term .  Both marketing messaging through digital
ads and direct follow up by the client’s internal sales teams were used to
ensure flow of opportunities was effectively captured.

Focus on accurately identifying who has the propensity to buy (PTB) 
Deliver Accuracy

Sharing this data back with the marketing and sales team for
validation

Ensure Transparency

Ensuring the activity reached exactly the right customers through
ABM targeting

Drive Engagement Efficiently

The marketing spend was allocated to targeting net new high value customers
propensity-to-buy and create a scalable flow of opportunities for the sales team.



After just 6 weeks, the client could demonstrate a significant ROI on the
campaign execution, and saved countless manual hours of locating potential
new customers. 

Results

5,000
Over 5,000 net new businesses

reached and identified

APAC
Successful strategy expanded

to greater APAC

ROI
Significant ROI demonstrated

after just 6 weeks

Over 5,000 net new businesses were reached with competitive messaging by
implementing unique ABM Strategy. The strategy was subsequently presented
internally as a best practise program for other markets across the APAC region.
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